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Dark sectors
An interesting framework to explain the origin of dark matter
Existence of dark sectors which couple weakly with standard
model particles and can decay into dark matter candidates.
From https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.04591.pdf

Candidates

Anomalies
Techniques

Broad mass range ➡ can not be covered by a single experiment

Complementary searches involving diﬀerent techniques
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NA64 target: the vector portal

From https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.04591.pdf

Candidates

Anomalies
Techniques

Broad mass range ➡ can not be covered by a single experiment

Complementary searches involving diﬀerent techniques
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NA64 technique for A’ signature and its decays
Initial e- beam
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NA64 technique for A’ signature and its decays
Initial e- beam

Active
Dump
Α’
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The NA64 experiment and its physics program
Fixed target experiment at the CERN SPS designed to probe Dark sector physics
LS2
LS3
2014
2018
2024
2015
2016
2017
2019
2021 2021
Proposed

1st test
beam

Invisible
Approved by
SPSC as NA64
experiment

Invisible
Visible

Muon
Already
approved to pilot
run
continue
running

Invisible
Visible

Proposal
to run in
muon
mode

Table 1. The NA64 research program:
Invisible
processes with e, µ, ⇡, K beams.
Visible

Process

Beam time

e beam
A ! e+ e , and
A0 ! invisible
A0 !
0

Broad physics program
International collaboration: 46 researchers from 14 institutions

X ! e+ e
milliQ particles
a ! , invisible
µ beam
Zµ ! ⌫⌫
Zµ !
milliQ
aµ ! invisible
µ ⌧ conversion

CERN-PBC-REPORT-2018-007

⇡ , K beams
⇡ 0 ! invisible
⌘ ! invisible
⌘ 0 ! invisible
KS0 ! invisible
KL0 ! invisible
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Projections for searches

New Physics
Dark photon
sub-GeV Dark Matter ( )
new gauge X- boson
Dark Sector, charge quantisation
Axion-like particles
gauge Zµ -boson of Lµ L⌧ , < 2mµ
Lµ L⌧ charged Dark Matter ( )
Dark Sector, charge quantisation
non-universal ALP coupling
Lepton Flavour Violation
Current limits, PDG’2018
Br(⇡ 0 ! invisible) < 2.7 ⇥ 10 7
Br(⌘ ! invisible) < 1.0 ⇥ 10 4
Br(⌘ 0 ! invisible) < 5 ⇥ 10 4
no limits
no limits
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Beam time
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A ! e+ e , and
A0 ! invisible
A0 !
0

Broad physics program

Projections for searches

New Physics
Dark photon

Focus of
thisDarktalk
sub-GeV
Matter (

International collaboration: 46 researchers from 14 institutions

X ! e+ e
milliQ particles
a ! , invisible
µ beam
Zµ ! ⌫⌫
Zµ !
milliQ
aµ ! invisible
µ ⌧ conversion

CERN-PBC-REPORT-2018-007

⇡ , K beams
⇡ 0 ! invisible
⌘ ! invisible
⌘ 0 ! invisible
KS0 ! invisible
KL0 ! invisible
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)

new gauge X- boson
Dark Sector, charge quantisation
Axion-like particles
gauge Zµ -boson of Lµ L⌧ , < 2mµ
Lµ L⌧ charged Dark Matter ( )
Dark Sector, charge quantisation
non-universal ALP coupling
Lepton Flavour Violation
Current limits, PDG’2018
Br(⇡ 0 ! invisible) < 2.7 ⇥ 10 7
Br(⌘ ! invisible) < 1.0 ⇥ 10 4
Br(⌘ 0 ! invisible) < 5 ⇥ 10 4
no limits
no limits
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8Be

anomaly
∼

anomaly: a protophobic
gauge boson (X17) with a
mass of 17 MeV?

8Be

J. Feng et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 071803 (2016)

Coupling strength with electrons:
2x10-4 ≤ εe ≤ 1.4x10-3 ➡ 10-14 ≤ τX17 ≤ 10-12 s

CAL2

Observation of an
unexpected
bump

A.J. Krasznahorkay et al. Phys. Rev. Lett.116, 042501 (2015)
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NA64 X17 search: experimental search
MU4
MU3

2017 setup
NA64 invisible setup reused
as much as possible

HCAL4
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HCAL2
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1: Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0 , X ! T4
e+ e decays of the bremsstrahlung A0 , X produced
T3WCAL target.
ECAL
tion eZ ! eZA0 (X) of 100 GeV e incident on the active
S2

V2

ous phenomenological
aspects of light vector bosons
Addition of compact
WCAL
klyVacuum
coupled vessel
to quarks and lepton, see e.g.
[6–11]
Tungsten calorimeter
X
SRD
nother strong motivation to the search for a new light
(WCAL)
n decaying into
e+ e γpair is provided by the Dark
ter puzzle. An intriguing
possibility is that in ade−
on to gravity a new force between the dark sector
visible matter, transmitted by a new vector boson,
dark photon), might exist [12, 13]. Such A0 could
a mass mA0 . 1 GeV, associated with a spontausly broken gauged U (1)D symmetry, and would cou- !9

e−

and a low material budget tracker. The tracker
set of four
e+upstream Micromegas (MM) chamber
T2) for the incoming e angle selection and tw
of downstream MM, GEM stations and scintillat
doscopes (T3, T4) allowing the measurement of th
going tracks [56, 57]. To enhance the electron iden
tion the synchrotron radiation (SR) emitted by ele
was used for their efficient tagging and for additiona
pression of the initial hadron contamination in the
6
L.Molina
⇡/e ' 10 2 down to the level
' 10 Bueno
[55, 58]. T

NA64 X17 search: experimental search

100 GeV e- from
the H2 SPS
beam line

e-
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NA64 X17 search: experimental search
Compact Tungsten-scintillator
sandwich calorimeter

100 GeV eActive
target

eX17 boson Bremsstrahlung

Energy loss of the initial
electromagnetic shower
measured in the WCAL
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NA64 X17 search: experimental search

100 GeV

X17

e-

Veto

To reject particle leak

e-

Large Energy (>50 GeV)
transported outside the WCAL
To be accepted as candidate
the particle need to be
neutral (no activity on V2)
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NA64 X17 search: experimental search
Micromegas and GEMs
D. Banerjee et al., NIMA881 (2018) 72-81

100 GeV e-

e-

used to track the particle
in the decay volume

X17 would decay after
the WCAL to e+e- pair
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NA64 X17 search: experimental search
Electromagnetic
Calorimeter

100 GeV e6x6 matrix shashlik type
➡ Lead Scintillator sandwich
➡ High hermeticity (∼40 X0)
➡ Energy resolution ~ 9%/√(E[GeV])
➡ Readout through WLS fibers in spiral
to avoid energy leaks
➡

e-

All the missing energy
measured in the WCAL
should be detected in the
ECAL.
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NA64 X17 search: experimental search
Hadronic
Calorimeter

100 GeV eIron Scintillator sandwich
➡ High hermeticity (∼28λ)
➡ Energy resolution ~ 60%/√(E[GeV])
➡ Readout through WLS fibers in spiral
to avoid energy leaks
➡

e-

No energy deposited!
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Results from 2017 run
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FIG.
2: Distribution
of selected e-m neutral and signal-like
• Neutral
WCAL:
no activity
in V2
events
in theexiting
(EW CAL
; EECAL
) plane
from the combined 30
Charged
in decay events
volume:are
single
track
X0 •and
40 X0particle
runs. Neutral
shown
asinblue squares.
double MIPevent
signal is
in S3,S4
The T3-T4,
only signal-like
shown as a red square. The
• Noband
hadron
large scattering:
no activity
in HCAL/Veto
dashed
represents
the signal
box region,
which is open.
Signature
NA64 Collaboration,
exclusion areas in the (mX ; ✏) plane
• Two electromagnetic showers ( 1 ECAL and 1 WCAL) FIG. 3: The 90% C.L.Phys.Rev.Lett.
120, For
231802
(2018)
from
the
NA64
experiment
(blue
area).
the
mass of
was• based
the
veto
V3
and/or
the
energy
deposited
in
EBeam=Eon
+E
ECAL
WCAL
MeV, the X e coupling region excluded by NA64 is
the HCAL. As in the prevoius analyses [54, 55], in 16.7
order
1.3⇥10 4 < ✏e < 4.2 ⇥ 10 4 . The full allowed range of ✏e exto check various efficiencies and the reliability of theplaining
MC the 8 Be* anomaly, 2.0⇥10 4 . ✏e . 1.4⇥10 3 [2, 3],
also shown (red area). The constraints
on the mixing
5 is+
L.Molina
Bueno ✏ from
simulations, we selected a clean sample of ' 10
µ
!16 µ
the experiments E774 [24], E141 [21], BaBar [39], KLOE [44],

NA64 X17 search
Improvements in the 2018 setup to probe the remaining region
for short-lived X17 (larger ε)
• Beam energy from 100 to 150 GeV to boost X17 outside WCAL.
• Shorter WCAL to probe large epsilon
• Thinner veto (W2) after WCAL to minimise the probability that
X17 decays in it.
• For Background suppression: vacuum pipe installed+increased
WCAL-ECAL distance
• Additional trackers
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Combined results for 2017 and 2018

ECAL energy [GeV]

Without the 2018 setup optimisation ε would have only
increased logarithmically with the number of EOTs.

No event in the
signal box

WCAL energy [GeV]

2017
2017-2018

8.4 x 1010EOT

NA64 collaboration, PRL 120, 231802 (2018), PRD 107, 071101 (R) 2020
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Future prospects for 2021 run
New recent results on other
nuclei, 4He, show a similar excess

Remaining
parameter
space

2017
2017-2018

8.4 x 1010EOT
A. J. Krasznahaorkay et. Al Arxiv:1910.10459 (2019)

Additional motivation for an
independent measurement
NA64 collaboration, PRL 120, 231802 (2018), PRD 107, 071101 (R) 2020
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Future prospects for 2021 run
Explore the full X17 allowed parameter space to explain the 8Be anomaly
Invariant mass reconstruction in case signal-like events are founded
New setup under study

18 m

Reduce WCAL length
keeping the same number of X0
(no impact from energy resolution
loss in the measurement)

Separate the
e+e- tracks

!20

Reconstruct the two
electromagnetic
showers
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Future prospects for 2021 run
Explore the full X17 allowed parameter space to explain the 8Be anomaly
Invariant mass reconstruction in case signal-like events are founded
New setup under study

18 m

Reduce WCAL length
keeping the same number of X0
(no impact from energy resolution
loss in the measurement)

Separate the
e+e- tracks

Reconstruct the two
electromagnetic
showers

Invariant mass reconstruction precision at the level of 2%
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Summary
Dark sector physics interesting framework to explain dark matter
NA64 ideal experiment to probe or rule out many candidates

Combined data 2017-2018 with 8.4 x 1010 EOT
X17 →e+e-: Coupling with electrons at ε < 6.8 x 10-4 and a

mass of 16.7 excluded

-

Future prospects after the long shutdown 2 in 2021
Optimisation of the setup to probe the remaining parameter space of X17→ e+eIn case of signal-like events reconstruct the invariant mass with a precision of the
percent level.
7x1011 EOTs required at 150 GeV corresponding to 3 months of data taking.
Search expected to be background free up to 5x1012 EOTs.
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